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U.S. Nuclear Regulatory Commission
Document Control Desk
Washington, D.C. 20555

Subject: McGuire Nuclear Station Unit 1
Docket No. 50-369
Licensee Event Report 369/92-06

Gentlemen:

Pursuant to 10 CFR 50.73 Sections (a) (1) and (d), attached is
Licensee Event Report 369/92-06 concerning past inoperability of
the Auxiliary Feedwater system. This report is being submitted
in accordance with 10 CFR 50.73 (a) (2) (v). This event is
considered to be of no significance with respect to the health
and safety of the public.

Very truly yo rs,

WMILT.C. McMeeki

TLP/bcb

Attachment

xc: Mr. S.D. Ebneter
Administrator, Region II
U.S. Nuclear Regulatory Commission
101 Marietta St., NW, Suite 2900
Atlanta, GA 30323

INPO Records Center
Suite 1500
1100 Circle 75 Parkway
Atlanta, GA 30339

Mr. Tim Reed
U.S. Nuclear Regulatory Commission
Office of Nuclear Reactor Regulation
Washington, D.C. 20555

Mr. P.K. Van Doorn
NRC Resident Inspector
McGuire Nuclear Station
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On April 8, 1992, Problem Investigation Report (PIR) 0-M92-0074 was issued by McGuire
Engineering personnel to address the concern of air discovered in the Nuclear Service Water
(RN) assured makeup piping associated with valves 1CA-161 and ICA-162 (Auxiliary Feedwater
(CA) Pump Suction Header RN Supply Isolations) and what effect this air had on the
operability of the Unit 1 CA system. The CA system was determined to be past inoperable.
The required notification was made to the NRC on April 30, 1992, at 1101. Further evaluation

identified a similar operability concern on Unit 2 CA system. On May 2, 1992, Units 1 and 2

turbine driven (TD) CA pumps were isolated from the potential source of air from the RN
discharge header and were declared inoperable. The required notification was made to the NRC

on May 2, 1992, at 1443. At the time of the event discovery, Units 1 and 2 were in Mode 1

(Power Operation) at 98 and 100 percent power, respectively. The source of the air has been
attributed to the process of off-gassing, (dissolved gases (nitrogen / oxygen] coming out of
solution). This event is assigned a cause of Design Deficiency because the process of off-
gassing was not recognized during the design phase. Continuous venting has been initiated at

various high point locations in the RN discharge piping and additional vent valves will be

installed to ensure the RN system is water solid at other high points following maintenance |

!activities.
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EVALUATION:

i

,

Background

The Auxiliary Feedwater (CA) system (EIIS BA) is a nuclear se.a.y related system which is
dssigned to provide a means of dissipating heat from the Reactor Coolant (NC) system
(EIIS AB) if the Condensate (CM) system [EIIS KA) and Main Feedwater (CF) system (EIIS SJ)
ero not available through loss of-power or other malfunction. The CA system is also used

during normal startup and shutdown. The CA system is. provided with two motor (EIIE HO)
driven pumps (EIIStP] and one turbine [EIIS:TRB) driven (TD) pump. In addition to the three

,

primary sources which supply the CA system suction, the Nuclear Service Water (RN) system
[EIIS BI) provides the nuclear safety related assured CA system suction source.

Ih2 RN system consists of RN Trains A and B which are normally aligned to Lake Norman |

-[EIIS BS). The RN system assured suction source to the CA system is available to each of the
.3 CA system pumps by independent flow paths. Three independent flow paths are also available
to- the Turbine Driven Auxiliary Feedwater (TDCA) pump. Each flow path is isolated by 2

valves (EIIStV) in series. The normal supply valves are motor [EIIS:MO) operated and can De
controlled either in the Control Room (EIIS NA] or at local pansle (EIIS PL). The assur3d

euction isolation valves are designed to open for automatic suction swapover wt.en CA pump

suction pressure drops below 2 peig for 3 seconds. One of the assured CA system suction

cources for the TDCA pump is controlled at the Standby Shutdown Facility (SSF).

The Standby Shutdown System (SSS) is designed to mitigate the consequences of certain
postulated fire incidents by providing capability to maintain Hot Standby conditions and by
controlling and monitoring vital systems from locations external to the main Control Room.
Tha SSS is. intended to respond to low probability fire and/or sabotage events.

Technical Specification (TS) 3.7.1.2 requires that at least 3 independent CA pumps and

aczociated flow paths shall be operable in Modes 1 (Power Operation), 2 (Startup), and 3 (Hot
Shutdown) . ' The TDCA pump is required to be operable in Mode 3 with secondary steam pressure
>/= 900 pounds. With 1 CA pump inoperable, it must be restored to operable status within 72
hours or the unit shall be in at least Hot Standby within the next 6 hours and in Mode 4 (Hot

Shutdown) within the following 6 hours.

|
Final Safety Analysis Report (FSAR) Chapter I6, Selected Licensee Commitments 16.9-7 states,
in part, with the SSS inoperable for more than 7 days, prepare and submit a report to the

'

Commission within the next 30 days outlining the cause of the inoperability, corrective

-actions being taken, and plans for restoring the system to operable status.
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Description of Event

-On March 27, 1992, air was discovered to be present at inspection port valve 1RN-1058 (SSF
Assured Makeup Inspection Port) by McGuire Engineering personu l, in the RN assured makeup
flow piping to the CA system. ' Valve 1RN-lO58 is upstream of valves 1CA-161 and 1CA-162, (CA
Pump Suction Header RN Supply Isolations). These valves allow the assured makeup flow from
ths RN system to the CA system and are controlled from the SSF. McGuire Engineering

personnel were implementing procedure TT/1/A/9100/399, Inspections Of Assured Makeup Piping
- To The Auxiliary Feedwater From Nuclear Service Water For GL (Generic Letter) 89-13, at the
tims of the discovery. These inspections were being done in response to'the flushing and
flow testing reconnendations of Action I of GL 89-13. McGuire Engineering personnel reported
this discovery to the Operations (OPS) manager and the McGuire Engineering supervisor,
recognizing that the air could be a potential problem. OPS and McGuire Engineering personnel
btgan checking for possible sources of air inleakage. These sources included the Control

Arca Ventilation and Chilled Water (VC/YC) system (EIIS VI/KM] vacuum breakers (EIIStVACB].

On April 1,1992, Train 1B VC/YC vacuum breakors were inspected. The vacuum breakers did not
show signs of air inleakage. On April 3, 1992, OPS and McGuire Enginetring personnel made
anothet m etun of valve 1RN-1058 and again discovered air venting from the valve. On

April 6, 1992, Train IA VC/YC vacuum breakers were inspected by the same personnel. Again,
there was no sign of air inleakage. Other possible sources of air inleskage checked

included, but were not limited to, the Upper Containment Ventilation (VU) vacuum breakers,

cnd the Auxiliary Building Ventilation (VA) vacuum breakers. During this time interval, the
concern with CA operability had not been raised, since it was felt the air in.the RN

discharge piping was the result of maintenance activities. The following day, April 7,1992,
air was discovered to be present at valves 1CA-163 (CA Suction Header RN Supply Tell Tale)
and 1RN-840 (RN Crossover High Point Vent). The air problem was discussed with additional

OPS personnel and it was determined that there was a concern over CA operation since the
possibility of air being introduced into the CA system pumps could render the pumps

inoperable or degraded. Subsequently, an operability Evaluation form was issued per

Station Directive 2.8.2, and compensatory measures were initiated by OPS personnel. The

compensatory measures included venting at valves 1CA-163 and 1RN-840, twice a shift.

On April 8, 1992, Problem Investigation Report (PIR) 0-M92-0074 was issued by McGuire

Engineering personnel to address the concern of the air discovered in the RN assured makeup
piping associated with valves 1CA-161 and ICA-162, and what effect this air had on the

operability of the CA system. While the Opetability Evaluation was being performed by

McGuire Engineering personnel, it was conservatively decided by OPS, and McGuire Engineering
personnel to remove supply power from ICA-161 with the valve closed, thereby, rendering the
SSS inoperable. Removing supply power from valve ICA-161 prevents automatic and manual

__ _ _ _
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opening of the valve f rom the SSF, on low CA pump suction pressure and thereby eliminates 1
of the 3 the assured sources of RN to the CA system (Inplant Retiew 92-05); however, this
cetion would ensure the RN assured makeup source would not introd. ace air into the CA pump
suction causing damage to the TDCA and Motor Driven pumps lA and 1B, thus ensuring present
operability of the CA systec. The SSS was logged in the TS Action Item Logbook (TSAIL), item
22245, at 1225, on April 9, 1992, by OPS Control Room personnul.

Extensive review and evaluation of the RN system piping layout and vents was conducted by
McGuire Enginearing and OPS personnel to determine potential air sources. Additionally, past
operability ,af the SSS and CA, system was being evaluated by McGuire Engineering personnel. j

During th'.s time, air continued to show up at locations identified for venting, leading
personr.ol involved in the event to believe they were not dealing with a finite amount of air
introduced by maintenance activities. In a" attempt to alleviate the air problem, McGuire
Exempt Variation Notice (MEVN) 3188 was issued on April 13, 1992, to install a vent valve

,

[EIIS VTV) (lRN-1060, RN Assured Makeup To CA High Point Vent), on the RN assured piping
upstream of valve ICA-161. The installation was completed on April 15, 1992.

On the same day, at the request of McGuire Engineering personnel, Chemistry management began
evaluating the possibility of oxygen / nitrogen of f-gassing (dissolved gases coming out of
solution) from Lake Norman. The possibility of of f-gassing became more probable as the
possible sources of air leakage were eliminated. An evaluation of possible modifications to
eliminate this problem was pursued by personnel involved with this event.

On April 23, 1992, 3 options were identified as possible salutions:

1) The insta' ' tion of several continuous - vente which would be routed to . the
Groundwate. ump (WZ) system (EIIS WH), along * ith the installation of vents on
high point wections of RN piping which are curtently unventable.

The continuous vents will be installed as a Temporary Modification and will be evaluated
after. installation to determine if they are functional.

2) Reorienting the current RN makeup piping within the current valve boundary. This
may be pursued if option 1 is unsuccessful.

The RN assured makeup connection branches off the top of a diagonal section of the 36 inch
RN discharge header and is likely to accumulate air which is entrained in the RN discharge
header flow.

3) Installation of a new assured makeup source on the 1A RN supply header.
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; While examining the options to return the SSS to an operable conditir n, McGuire Engineering
perconnel determined, through extensive piping a;.d configuration evaluation, there were
cartcin sections of RN piping susceptible to the formation of air pockets. The air was

forming in high points of the RN discharge piping, and was capable of being introduced into
the CA system through the RN system se%ed makeup branch connect)ans, under certain abnormal
operating conditions.

During an event where the RN assured makeup i required to supply the CA system, flot can

coma from the RN discharge header as well as either trains Diesel Generator Cooling Water
(KD) heat exchanger (Hx) [EIIS HX) discharge (KD Hx is supplied by the RN Essential Supply
H3ader). The KD Hx discharge flow is approximately 900.gpm. Tht L,CA pump design flow is

900 gpm, while the Motor Driven pump design flow is 450 gpm. Normally, Train A Essential

Diccharge Header supplies assured flow to the TDCA pump and Motor Driven pump A via the KD
Hx' discharge. Depending on the demand, flow can also be supplied by the RN discharge header,
which was found to contain air that has collected in the high points in the piping.i

Evaluation of past operability of the Unit 1 CA system by McGuiro Engineering personnel, due
to the potential for the entry of air through the SSF assured makeup piping, was completed
on April 30, 1992. The CA system was conservatively determinod to have been past inoperable
prier to removing the supply power from valve ICA-161 on April 9, 1992. The required

notification was made to the NRC on April 30, 1992, at 1101.

Further evaluation identified the same concern on Unit 2. On May 2, 1992, Units 1 and 2 TDCA
pumps were isolated from the potential source of air from the RN discharge header and werei_

d:clared inoperable. Even though the TDCA pumps were technically inoperable, they were
capcble of automatic actuation, of receiving water f rom the normal CA system supply and f rom
.RN Train B Essential Header. Isolating The TDCA pumps also prevented the possibility of
pulling air into Motor Driven pump A on either unit, thus assuring the operability of Motor
Driven pumps A and B. Units 1 and 2 Motor Driven pump B and TDCA pump supplied by RN
Essential-Header Train B, were not af fected since the piping configuration is dif ferent. The
required notification was made to the NRC on May 2, 1992, at 1443.

Units 1 and 2 were in Mode 1 (Power Operation), at 98 and 100 percent power, respectively.

To return the CA systems to operable status, a conditional operability statement was issued
on May 4,1992 by McGuire Engineering personnel to prevent the possibility of air entrainment
into the CA system pumps from the RN Train A header of Unit 1 or Unit 2.

1) Vent valves 1RN-835 (Essential Header lA Return High Point Vent) and 2RN-
815 (Essential Header 2A Return High Point Vent) will be throttled to

continuously vent air from the RN Train A headers.

.
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2) Operation procedures will be modified for swapover of RN Train lA or 2A
from Lake Norman to the Standby Nuclear Service Water Pond to

preferentially use RN Train B for the TDCA pump suction. Alternately, if
,

RN Train B should fail, ensure total CA system flow from RN Train A is
I less than the KD system [EIISILB) Hx RN discharge flow. The total CA

system flow would be throttled to less than the RN Train A to KD Hx flow.
This assumes RN Train A pump is operating since it would be necessary only
if RN Train B discharge header failed.

Continuous venting of 1RN-835 and 2RN-815 was achieved on May 5, 1992, while revisions were

mada to procedure AP/1,2/5500/20, Lose Of RN, on May,4, 1992. With these compensatory

msazure9 in place, Unita 1 and 2 CA systems were returned to conditional operable atatus on
May 5, 1992 at 0615.

Conclusion-

This event has been assigned a cause of Design Deficiency because of the system configuration
and functional design. Of f-gassing was determined to be the source of the air found in the
RN discharge header. The process of off-gassing in the RN discharge header was not
rccognized during the design phase. Dissolved gases, (nitrogen / oxygen), are coming out of
colution as the RN water temperature increases while removing heat from various plae .
components. The dissolved gases are migrating to high points in the RN discharge piping I

whsre flow velocities are low. Additionally, the RN assured makeup connections tie in at the
top of the RN piping, thus allowing air (dissolved gases) to accumulate in this piping. Even
though the system contains vents, these vents were installed during plant construction for
startup and maintenance activities and were not required to be open for the purpose of
. continuous venting.

To initially correct the problem, the supply power was removed from r.ormally closed valve
-1CA-161 to prevent the introduction of air into the CA system piping from the RN assured
makeup source controlled f rom the SSF. OPS personnel began routinely venting the RN assured
makeup piping twice a shift.

Subsequent actions included the instellation of valve 1RN-1060 on April 15, 1992, on the RN
assured makeup piping to the CA system controlled from the SSF, to facilitate venting of the
piping. An extensive pipe configuration review was conducted to identify possible sources
of air inleakage and additional venting locations. Continuous venting was set up on vent

. valves 1RN-835 and 2RN-815 which are on the RN discharge header. Procedure changes were made
to AP/1,2/5500/20, to ensure RN supply during realignment to the Standby Nuclear Service
Water Pond does not contain air that could affect CA pump operation.

__ _ _ __
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Tha planned corrective actions include permanent piping of the continuous venting system on
valves 1RN-835, and 2RN-815; the installation of a permanently piped continuous venting
system on 1RN-1060; development of an RN system venting procedure; and the installation of
additional vents to ensure the RN system is water solid at other high points following
maintenance activities. The installation of a permanent piping continuous venting system
at valve IRN-1060 will allow the supply power to be restored to valve ICA-161, restoring the
SSS to operable status.

A review of the Operating Experience Program database for 24 months prior to this event did
not reveal any LERs with a root cause of a Design Deficiency which would have affected the
mitigation of the consequences of an accident. This event is therefore, considered to be

nonrecurring.

This event is not Nuclear Plant Reliability Systems (NPRDS) report able.

There were no personnel injuries, radiation overexposures, or uncontrolled releases of
radioactivity to the environment as a result of this event.

OORRECTIVE ACTIONS:

Inunediate: 1) The supply power was removed from valve ICA-161 to preven.t the
introduction of air into the CA system piping from the RN assured makeup

source controlled from the SSF.

2) OPS personnel began routinely venting the RN assured makeup piping on a
set frequency.

Subsequent 1) Valve 1RN-1060 was installed under MEVN 3188 to f acilitate venting of the

RN assured makeup piping to the CA system controlled from the SSF.

2) An extensive piping configuration review was conducted by McGuire

Engineering and OPS personnel to identify possible sources of inleakage
and additional venting locations.

3) McGuire Engineering personnel set up continuous venting systems on valves
1RN-835 and 2RN-815 which are loca'.ed at high points of the RN discharge

header.

4) Procedure changes were made to AP/1,2/5500/20, Loss Of RN, by OPS

| personnel to ensure the RN supply remains air free during realignment to
the Standby Nuclear Service Water Pond.
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Plenned: 1) McGuire Engineering personnel will coordinate the installation of a

permanent continuous venting system at 1RN-1060.

2) OPS personnel will develop procedures for the venting of the RN systems

for both units prior to reaching Mode 3 on the applicable unit.

3) Additional vents will be installed by McGuire Engineering personnel to

ensure the RN system is water solid at other high points following

maintenance activities.

SAFETY ANALYSIS:

The CA system is required as an accident mitigation system for cooling water supply to the

steem generators (SGs) (EIISISG) for all design basis accidente requiring use of SGs for

cooling. TS 3.7.1.2 requires at least 3 independent CA pumps and associated flow paths shall
b2 operable.

Formal supply for the CA pumps is from the CA Condensate Storage Tank [EIISITK), the Upper
Surge ' Tark, or the Condenser [EIIS COND) Hotwell. Should these supplies of water be

exhaust 9d or become unavailable, the RN assured make up would be available to the CA pumps.

This event was initiated when air was discovered in the RN assured makeup piping in the

vicinity of valves 1CA-161 and ICA-162. The RN discharge piping contained air that could

affect the operation of CA Motor Driven pump 1A and the TDCA pump. The same problem existed
on Unit 2. Because of the difference in pipe configuration, the RN assured makeup piping to

Motor Driven pump 18 and the TDCA pump is unaf fected by this problem. However, prior to the
discovery and the current compensatory actions in place, the potential existed where Motor-
Driven pump 1B and the TDCA pump could have been affected.

|' The worst case scenario would involve an earthquake coincid,ent with events requiring CA

system flow to aid in plant cooldown. The events requiring the CA system flow to aid in long
' term core cooling include, but are not limited to, loss of non-emergency AC power, loss of

normal feedwater, feodwater line break, and small break loss of coolant accident (SBLOCA).

| An earthquake would potentially result in damage to the non-seismically qualified main

I feedwater and normal condensate sources rendering them unavailable as a CA water supply.

With normal condensate sources lost, automatic switchover to the assured water source should

take place when the suction pressure of the CA pumps falls below 2 psig. It is postulated

that because of the piping configuration and the high CA suction flow, air could be drawn

into the suction header of the CA pumps. It is assumed these pumps would fail if subjected

| to this air. There would not be sufficient flow to the SGs to remove decay heat. Without

.the necessary heat sink available, procedure EP/1,2/A/5000/13.1, Response To Loss Of

__ __a
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-Stcondary Heat Sink, would direct the operators to establish feed and bleed cooling in the

. Reactor Coolant (NC) system (EIISt AB) using the Pressuriter (EIIS PZR] Power Operated Relief

_ Valves _(PORVs) as a relief path. The feed and bleed process would supply cooling water to

tha reactor core to prevent fuel damage due to ut. covering of the core. The cooling water

would also supply a heat sink to remove heat from the core. This would allow OPS personnel
tims to take action to return the CA or CF pumps to service.

Prior to discovering air in the RN discharge piping, no events occurred which required the

use of the RN assured sources to-supply makeup to the CA system pumps.

The health and safety of the public were not affected by this event.


